Club Representation

According to the constitution of the Associated Student Government, the Preamble states that one purpose of the ASG is "to represent the student body more effectively, and also, in Article 3, Section 6, Part A stating that Congress shall "establish policies (and programs) necessary for the proper functioning of ASG in compliance with the principles (and provisions) embodied in this constitution."

Therefore, in order to represent specific clubs and organizations more effectively be it resolved that Congress request the various representatives-at-large to be responsible for contacting and acquiring input from a suitable representative from a suitable representative from each active club and organization not specifically represented in the ASG.

Concerning whether or not consider a club active, the list of "active" organizations will consist of those departmental and general clubs, as well as professional and honor societies, which represent a significant participating number of people from each respective interest area. The List is to be compiled and revised annually (by the Committee—an appointed), subject to approval by Congress.

This input will be submitted to Congress in the form of a report at the beginning of each month in which Congress is in session.

Also, the number of organizations which each representative will be responsible for contacting shall be equally divided among the 10 representatives.
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